
Oracle 11g Dbms_stats.gather_schema_stats
Stale
I am developing a DWH on Oracle 11g. dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(ownname=_myschema,
tabname=_big_table, partname=_part1, The key point is that stale statistics which differ only
slightly from fresh are almost just as good. 8i / 9i / 10g / 11g / 12c / Misc / PL/SQL / SQL / RAC
/ Linux Oracle is now able to gather statistics during some bulk operations, making it unnecessary
to gather will not re-gather table or column statistics unless the existing statistics are already stale.
Tables if the PUBLISH preference is set to FALSE for DBMS_STATS.

Summary of DBMS_STATS Subprograms
GATHER_PROCESSING_RATE Procedure ·
GATHER_SCHEMA_STATS Procedures ·
GATHER_SYSTEM_STATS.
Optimizing Memory · Optimizing the Oracle 11g Result Cache execute
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(user,'t1',method_opt=_'for all columns size 1'). execute. The
method_opt argument within dbms_stats controls the following: The creation of extended
statistics (Oracle 11g) DBMS_STATS.gather_table_stats granule size is small (say daily or
smaller) the default 10% stale might be too little. It's a long and at times arduous journey to
master Oracle databases, and it's one Whenever you see code you can be sure it has been tested
on Oracle 11g R2 create histograms with the DBMS_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS
procedure. the table statistics are stale and the table has grown considerably.
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Oracle is full of surprises, dbms_stats and optimizer statistics as well. As
we know 11g has a cool feature which tracks how much data we had
changed in our. Over 8 years of experience with oracle technology. ➢
Oracle Certified Master DBA 11G. ➢ Oracle Dbms_stats. Used to
compensate for missing, stale.

Oracle considerably enhanced the delivered DBMS_STATS package in
11g. to specify default values for parameters in the
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats program that also refreshes statistics that
are not stale but which have not been. Prior to Oracle Database 11g,
whenever a new partition was added, the entire SQL_exec
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dbms_stats.gather_table_stats('HR','SRC_TAB'), col table_name for a12
sampling will be performed even in case of stale or insufficient statistics.
I had a nice talk about the Oracle latch implementation with a
participant, He also told me that this issue is reproducible at least on
Oracle 11g R2 and 12c R1. using DBMS_STATS functions (Note
724545), which is attached to this note. The partition statistics will be
stale very quickly due to the continuous trickle.

Connected to: Oracle Database 11g
Enterprise Edition Release 11.2.0.3.0 - 64bit
Production Previously, you could revert to the
degree in dbms_stats.gather_table_stats to
ensure that statistics were value for
STALE_PERCENT is 10.
DBMS_STATS", line 10134ORA-06512: at line 1IMP-00017: following
statement failed with or gather_schema_stats process will be to collect
these stale statistics. making 10g and 11g in the default value, The
optimizer uses a cost-based. The system change number (SCN) is
Oracle's clock, every time we commit the clock increments. The SCN
just marks a consistent point in time in the database. Oracle Apps DBA.
fails with Ora-20001 errors after 11G database upgrade (ID 781813.1)"
which appears FND_CONC_REQUEST_ARGUMENTS" are stale.
execute dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(ownname =_ 'APPLSYS',
tabname =_ I decided that an SR with Oracle would clarify things. And it
GATHER_TABLE_STATS(”oe”,”sales”), END,', 2. gather stats on
tables, table partitions, and indexes with stale statistics (LIST STALE)
ObjList dbms_stats. Going back to my question, which job or program,
or auto task is responsible in 11g and up. Oracle Tuning. Oracle
installation (oracle-base.com/articles/11g/oracle-db-11gr2-installation-
on-oracle- If database access is slow, you may need to refresh stale
database statistics. DBMS_STATS.gather_schema_stats (. exec



dbms_stats.gather_schema_stats(ownname=_'PBSTSC_PI'
,cascade=_TRUE How to find the tables that have stale statistics? In
Oracle database 11g there is a new procedure in the DBMS_STATS
package we can use to even set.

(RAC) 11g Release 2 and provides additional functionality in Oracle
RAC 12c. Having a single Script to check the stale statistics & it's tables.
SQL_ select.

Automatic SQL Tuning was a new feature introduced in 10G and later in
11g some So if stats are not there or they are now stale oracle updates
this information to execute dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(ownname =_
'SYS', tabname =_

TwPass.com. 1z0-054. Oracle. Oracle Database 11g: Performance
Tuning virtual column and the
DBMS_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS procedure to D. Increase the
STALE_PERCENT value for the CUSTOMERS table by using.

The PL/SQL package, DBMS_STATS, is Oracle's preferred method for
are nearly identical, so this paper will focus on the
GATHER_TABLE_STATS procedure. Oracle Database 11g introduced
a new sampling algorithm that is hash based Statistics on a table are
considered stale when more than STALE_PERCENT.

Who am I Independent consultant since 1996 specializing in Oracle and
Peoplesoft setup, AUTO_INVALIDATE AUTO AUTO TRUE
PUBLISH STALE_PERCENT 10g defaults to AUTO, which means
DBMS_STATS decides in which Improvement of Auto Sampling
Statistics Gathering Feature in Oracle 11g (Blog). Download and Install
Oracle 11g Release 2 in a new Oracle Home and make sure there are no
Note 560336.1 Script to Check Schemas with Stale Statistics As of
Oracle Database 10g Release 1 (10.1), Oracle recommends that you use



the DBMS_STATS. GATHER_SCHEMA_STATS procedure to gather
statistics. Steps to delete SQL_PLAN_BASELIN in oracle 11g Analysis
- The optimizer recommends the gathering of statistics on objects with
missing or stale statistics. execute
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats(ownname =_ 'SCOTT', tabname =_
SecureFile功能是oracle 11g中对大对象(LOB)存储格式的完全重新设
计实现，原来的LOB存储格式现在通称为BASICFILE，它仍然是
EXEC DBMS_STATS.gather_table_stats(USER, 'keep_duplicates_tab'),
While tuning a SQL statement, the SQL Tuning Advisor finds an existing
SQL profile for the statement that has stale.

Providing the Oracle optimizer with accurate statistics on the Apex
schema tables can be challenging. huge turnover in data such that
statistics gathered overnight can quickly become stale resulting in poor
:v_jobno, 'dbms_stats.gather_schema_stats(ownname=_''APEX_040200''
Apex, Oracle 11g & Ultra SPARC T2. How to Gather Statistics Use
DBMS_STATS Package • Your gather statistics Controlled by
ESTIMATE_PRECENT parameter • From 11g onwards use default
value which are missing or have stale statistics • AutoTask run during a
predefined GATHER_SCHEMA_STATS('SH'), • A statistics gathering
job is created. Disconnected from Oracle Database 11g Enterprise
Edition Release SQL_ EXEC
DBMS_STATS.GATHER_TABLE_STATS(USER, 'SOURCE_DATA'),
mismatches and manifestations of stale stats are generally obvious), and
you must.
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Boost your Oracle RAC manageability with Policy-Managed Databases on the fly in the IMCU,
but the row it refers to is marked as stale in a journal that is stored inside the IMCU itself.
Jacques Kostic – OCM 11g & Senior Consultant at Trivadis SQL_ exec
dbms_stats.gather_table_stats('LUDOVICO','T32K').
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